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Michael Koryta's The Prophet and Book
Signing

Local autho
r Michael Koryta?s new book isn?t coming out until
August 7 but you can already place a hold in our catalog. The Prophet [1] is a straight up
thriller that stars two brothers, one as an upstanding high school football coach and the other
as a fringe bail bondsman. The brothers are estranged after the devastating fallout resulting
from the kidnapping and brutal murder of their sister many years earlier. When a similar
murder happens, the brothers must learn to work together before the murderer strikes again.
Master thriller author Dennis Lehane says, "The Prophet is a relentless, heart-in-your-throat
thriller about ordinary people caught in the middle of an extraordinary nightmare." And Kirkus
reviews praises Koryta?s newest as "a brilliantly paced thriller that keeps its villains at a
tantalizing distance, a compelling family portrait, a study in morality that goes beyond the
usual black-and-white judgments, and an entertaining spin on classic football fiction. A
flawless performance."
Koryta will be signing books at the Bloomington Barnes and Noble on Wednesday, August 8.
Check out his blog [2] for more Midwest signing locations and details.
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